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Abstract Recent developments in Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) have greatly expanded12

our capabilities for dense geophysical instrumentation by tapping into existing (but unused) fibre-13

optic telecommunication networks. Leveraging these so-called “dark fibres” permits an extremely14

rapid deployment of thousands of vibration sensors over distances of several tens of kilometres,15

which is ideal for rapid postseismic response efforts. Here we report on the use of dark-fibre DAS16

for monitoring of the aftershock sequence of the 2019-11-11 Mw 4.9 Le Teil, France earthquake.17

Through comparison with the local seismometer network, we assess the capabilities of the DAS18

array to detect and locate small-magnitude seismic events. Likely owing to cable deployment and19

DAS sensing characteristics, we find that the DAS noise floor is up to 3 orders of magnitude higher20

than that of nearby seismometers, which greatly inhibits the detection and analysis of the low-21

energy events. However, locating a selected aftershock with DAS yields an accuracy and precision22

that is comparable to that of the seismic network, even though the DAS array has a relatively un-23

favourable geometry. Based on these observations we provide a number of recommendations for24

routinely incorporating DAS into postseismic response protocols, and for optimal use of DAS along-25

side conventional seismic instrumentation.26

Non-technical summary Recently, breakthrough technical developments have been made27

that allows one to use telecommunication cables as sensitive antennas recording vibrations in the28

earth. This technology, called Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS), can be used to record aftershocks29

that follow a large mainshock earthquake. In this work we showcase an example of using DAS for30

the purpose of aftershock monitoring. We first analyse the sensitivity of the technology, which is31

important for detecting small earthquakes. We then analyse one detected aftershock and evaluate32

the accuracy with which we can locate its origin location (hypocentre). Based on our findings, we33
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provide a list of recommendations for the use of DAS in aftershock monitoring, and how to be more34

prepared for future earthquakes.35

Résumé Les dernières évolutions en matière de Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) ont consid-36

érablement accru nos capacités d’instrumentation géophysique dense grâce à l’exploitation des37

réseaux de télécommunication à fibres optiques existants. L’utilisation « fibres noires » permet38

une exploitation extrêmement rapide de milliers de capteurs de vibrations sur des distances de39

plusieurs dizaines de kilomètres, ce qui peut faciliter des interventions post-sismiques rapides.40

Nous présentons ici un rapport sur l’utilisation de dark-fibre DAS pour la surveillance de la séquence41

de répliques du séisme Mw 4.9 de 2019-11-11 du Teil, France. En effectuant une comparaison avec42

le réseau local de sismomètres, nous évaluons les capacités du réseau DAS à détecter et à localiser43

les événements sismiques de faible magnitude. En raison de la réduction du couplage de câble44

au sol et des budgets optiques, nous constatons que le niveau de bruit du DAS est jusqu’à trois or-45

dres de grandeur plus élevé que celui des sismomètres proches, ce qui entrave considérablement46

la détection et l’analyse des événements de faible amplitude. Cependant, la localisation d’une ré-47

plique sélectionnée avec le DAS donne une exactitude et une précision comparables à celles du48

réseau sismique, bien que ce réseau DAS ait une géométrie relativement défavorable. A partir de49

ces observations, nous fournissons quelques recommandations pour l’incorporation systématique50

du DAS dans les protocoles de réponse post-sismique, et pour une utilisation optimale du DAS aux51

côtés des instruments sismiques conventionnels.52

1 Overview53

Aftershock monitoring is an essential task for communicating the evolving seismic hazard following a major (main-54

shock) earthquake. To inform the general public, media, urban search & rescuemembers, and government decision55

makers, seismological agencies may release aftershock forecasts that provide an expectation of the ground shaking56

in the affected region (Reasenberg and Jones, 1989; Becker et al., 2020; Michael et al., 2020; Calais et al., 2022). These57

operational forecasts can be continuously updated over time, reflecting reduced seismic hazard as the aftershock in-58

tensity subsides or increased statistical confidence as more events are being registered. Moreover, precisely located59

aftershocks and microseismicity illuminate fault structures that may have been previously unrecognised. Continu-60

ousmonitoring of surface groundmotions and registering aftershock events into preliminary catalogues is therefore61

of first-order importance. However, considering that the region affected by aftershocks is potentially a disaster area,62

one may face a number of practical challenges: power and communication line disruptions could prevent access to63

seismic data, individual seismic station may no longer be operational, and severely damaged infrastructure could64

inhibit rapid response campaigns to deploy new instrumentation. Moreover, pre-existing instrumentation may be65

sparse owing to inadequate seismic awareness (e.g., no recorded history of damaging seismic events), regional in-66

accessibility, or political instability and lack of funding. In turn, the sparsity of instrumentation and seismic data67
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negatively impacts the confidence bounds on aftershock forecasts, which is a necessary aspect of hazard communi-68

cation (Michael et al., 2020; Schneider et al., 2022).69

Whilenot being completely immune to the challengesmentionedabove,DistributedAcoustic Sensing (DAS;Hartog,70

2017) may provide a solution inmany scenarios for which conventional seismic instrumentation strategies fall short.71

As a subcategory of fibre-optic sensing, DAS is an interferometric technology that uses optical glass fibre cables to72

make continuousmeasurements of strain at fixed positions along the length of the fibre. With DAS, one can convert a73

conventional fibre-optic telecommunication cable into a dense array of equally-spaced vibration sensors. Moreover,74

DAS exhibits many characteristics that are highly favourable for earthquake seismology: commercially-available75

DAS recording instruments (“interrogators”) have a sensing range of more than 100 km (up to 1000 km with state-76

of-the-art technology; Ip et al., 2022), and a resolution down to several metres in space and up to several kHz in77

time. Moreover, fibre-optic cables are highly robust and require no electrical current, and the measurement itself78

is single-ended, i.e., no closed-loop circuit needs to be constructed. Even when local network and vehicular traffic79

infrastructures are severely disrupted, part of the fibre-optic telecommunication network may still be available to80

DAS.81

These advantages over conventional seismic instrumentation mark DAS as a potentially valuable technology for82

aftershockmonitoring and rapid response campaigns. DAS has already been used to detect and analyse local seismic83

events of various magnitudes (Jousset et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Sladen et al., 2019; Ide et al., 2021; Luo et al.,84

2021). Specifically for rapid response aftershock monitoring, Li et al. (2021) clearly demonstrated the value of even85

a modestly-sized DAS array located within the epicentral zone of the 2019 Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest event; by applying a86

template matching algorithm on three-months’ worth of DAS data, these authors were able to detect 6 times more87

aftershocks than recorded in the standard catalogue. Furthermore, the installation of the DAS interrogator was com-88

pleted within 4 days after the mainshock, highlighting the potentially short response time of DAS.89

In this study, we present another case of DAS-based aftershockmonitoring, following a somewhat unusual main-90

shock: the 2019-11-11 Mw 4.9 Le Teil, France, earthquake. Given the overall low seismicity rate in this region of France91

and its proximity to safety-critical infrastructure (nuclear power plants), this event was of great societal significance.92

Moreover, this mainshock triggered relatively few detectable aftershocks (88 events within two months), the largest93

of which had a local magnitude of 2.65. This situation is therefore markedly different from the scenario that was94

studied by Li et al. (2021), who detected 133,453 events up tomagnitude 5 over threemonths. In the present work, we95

discuss several aspects relevant for DAS-based aftershock monitoring, including detectability thresholds, template96

matching performance, and hypocentre localisation, in the context of this earthquake. We find overall that in this97

DAS campaign the noise floor was prohibitively high for the detection of events below magnitude 1 (in comparison98

to the seismometer network). Even with a conventional template matching procedure applied to the DAS data, no99

new events were detected. However, in spite of the unfavourable geometry of the DAS array compared to the event100

hypocentre, a Bayesian hypocentre inversionmethod applied to the DAS array and the seismometer network yielded101

a satisfactory hypocentre location with verified confidence bounds. In line with these results, and considering the102

larger perspective of rapid postseismic response, we propose several recommendations to improve preparedness by103

integrating DAS in rapid response protocols.104
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Figure 1 Overview of the Le Teil aftershock sequence. (a) Temporal distribution of aftershocks, as detected by the seis-
mometer network (during the period of the DAS campaign); (b) Map view of the Le Teil mainshock, its aftershocks, the seismic
network, and the DAS array. The DAS interrogator is placed at the northern end of the cable (at the white dot). The highlighted
orange segments (3x) along the DAS array are shown in detail in Fig. 2; (c) Waterfall plot of the principal aftershock (ML 2.65,
2019-11-23 22:14:54 UTC) recorded by DAS.

2 The 2019 Mw 4.9 Le Teil earthquake and its seismotectonic setting105

As aforementioned, the Le Teil earthquake was rather unusual in several respects. This moderately-sized event was106

located in an area of low instrumental seismicity (Larroque et al., 2022), occurred at a very shallow focal depth be-107

tween 1-2 km (Delouis et al., 2022; Vallage et al., 2021), and triggered exceptional levels of ground acceleration ex-108

ceeding 1 g (Causse et al., 2021) with an almost continuous surface offset of about 10 cm over 4.5 km along strike the109

La Rouvière fault (Ritz et al., 2020). Situated within a epicentral radius of 60 km are 3 operational nuclear power110

plants and 4 major dams that control the flow of the Rhône river, underlining the societal relevance of anticipating111

the occurrence of similar seismic events in this fault system.112

The Le Teil earthquake resulted from the reactivation of part of the La Rouvière fault (Ritz et al., 2020). This 10-km113

long fault is a segment of the NE-SW 120-km long Cévennes fault system that currently separates the Massif Central114

(a Paleozoic basement domain) from the South-East basin of France (a Meso-Cenozoic sedimentary domain) from115

Montpellier to Valence (Suppl. Fig. S1). The Cévennes fault system is a major structural boundary that experienced116

several periods of activity since Paleozoic times, the last one corresponding to normal faulting during the Oligocene117

(Roure et al., 1992; Bonijoly et al., 1996; Ritz et al., 2020; Marconato et al., 2022).118
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3 Data acquisition119

Immediately following the Le Teilmainshock, temporary deployment effortsweremounted to capture the aftershock120

sequence; the details of this rapid response are described in Cornou et al. (2021), and an overview of the campaign121

is given in Fig. 1. In addition to the installation of nodal seismometers, a Febus A1-R DAS interrogator (provided by122

Febus Optics) was connected to a fibre-optic cable belonging to the commercial telecom network of Orange. The123

interrogator was installed in the village of Alba-la-Romaine (northernmost point of the cable, at the white dot in124

Fig. 1b), and the cable was sensed over a total distance of 14 km up to the village of Valvignières (westernmost point125

of the cable in Fig. 1b). The DAS data were recorded at a spatial resolution (gauge length and channel spacing) of126

3.2 m, which was subsequently downsampled to 9.6 m, and sampled in time at a rate of 400 Hz. The installation127

of the DAS system was completed on 2019-11-18, and acquisition continued until 2019-11-28. During this period, 25128

aftershocks were registered by the seismometer network (see Fig. 1a). The largest aftershock of local magnitude 2.65129

was recorded byDASon 2019-11-23 22:14:54UTC,whichwe refer to as the principal aftershock. Owing to the high quality130

of the recordings, we use this event to illustrate certain concepts relevant for DAS-based aftershock monitoring.131

For themajority of its trajectory theDAS cable follows amajor road, andhence the seismic and quasi-static signals132

of vehicles are abundant in the data (see van den Ende et al., 2022). The location of the cable was determined based133

on documentation provided by the operator, and an a-posteriori calibration procedure based on these traffic signals.134

Unfortunately, the internal clock of the interrogator could not be synchronised with a time base in common with135

the seismometers; instead, a relatively imprecise network time protocol was used to timestamp the data. For the136

localisation of the principal aftershock (Section 6), for which absolute times are critical, we estimate the absolute137

time error by comparing seismic phase arrivals at the DAS cable and a nearby seismometer. Specifically, station138

3C.STIL was positioned within 100 m from the cable (see Fig. 2b), and by comparison of the two sets of recordings of139

the principal aftershock we estimated the time delay to be 0.307 s.140

The 3C seismometer network (Bertrand et al., 2019) comprises amix of predominantly Guralp CMG-6T broadband141

and Fairfield ZLand nodal seismometers, which were deployed shortly after themainshock. Supplementary Table S4142

lists the stations used in this study, their locations, and the phase picks for the principal aftershock.143

4 Detectability and signal-to-noise144

In principle, DAS exhibits a sensitivity that can be comparable to high-gain seismic stations (Lior et al., 2021). How-145

ever, this competitive sensitivity is subject to local conditions, such as the apparent phase velocity of the signal and146

the quality of the coupling between the optical cable and the surroundingmedium. Particularly for those cables that147

were deployed for telecommunication purposes, the deployment conditions are often sub-optimal for earthquake148

seismology applications. Moreover, the ambient seismic noise may vary dramatically depending on the cable’s prox-149

imity to anthropogenic noise sources (roads, wind turbines, railways). This can be seen clearly in the DAS recordings150

of the principal aftershock as spatial variations in the amplitude of the wavefield (Fig. 1c).151

We explore these amplitude variations in more detail by considering three segments along the DAS cable – see152

Fig. 1b and Fig. 2. The first segment is located in the centre of the village Alba-la-Romaine, while the second segment153

follows a dirt road into a vineyard at the edge of the village. Both segments are located within a few hundred metres154
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Figure 2 Detailed views for selected DAS segments. (a) Map view of segments 1 and 2, and nearby seismometer ALBA;
(b) Map view of segment 3 and nearby seismometer STIL; (c-e) The principal aftershock recorded by the selected segments
(identical colour scale).

from the ALBA station. The third segment is located along a major road connecting Alba-la-Romaine with Saint-155

Thomé, positioned within 100 m from the STIL station. By comparing the amplitudes of the recorded wavefield for156

each of these segments (Fig. 2c-e), one could conclude that Segment 3 is particularly well suited for the detection and157

analysis of (small) aftershocks. However, owing to the favourable proximity of this segment to the seismic source on158

the one hand, and the potentially unfavourable ambient noise environment, this conclusionmay be too preliminary.159

For a better comparison between the different DAS segments, we make use of the nearby seismometers. Firstly,160

we convert the DAS strain rate recordings ε̇ into equivalent acceleration ü using the relationship ü = cε̇ (Daley et al.,161

2016), with c being the apparent phase velocity (here taken to be 3 km s−1, which corresponds approximatelywith the162

apparent wave speed of the most energetic phase). The particle velocity recordings of ALBA and STIL are converted163

into acceleration through time-differentiation. We then compute the acceleration spectra for the principal aftershock164

recordings of both types of instruments for a 20-second time window centred around the event origin time. This165

procedure is repeated for two additional aftershocks of lower magnitude (ML 1.20 and ML 0.73). To obtain a measure166

of the local noise floor, we compute the acceleration spectra over two 1-hour time periods, one starting at midnight167

and one starting at noon (local time), using Welch’s method (Welch, 1967). The results of this analysis are given in168

Fig. 3.169

Let us first consider the ambient noise spectra; given that Segment 2 is located in an area that does not experi-170
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ence much anthropogenic noise, the daytime and nighttime noise spectra for this segment are practically identical171

(Fig. 3d), being similar to the nighttime spectra of the other DAS segments (panels a and g). By contrast, the daytime172

spectra of these other segments are elevated by at least a factor 2, which is particularly clear towards the lower fre-173

quency of 1 Hz. The observed difference between night and day further indicates that the instrumental noise floor is174

at most at the nighttime noise level, and possibly much lower. Interestingly, the lower bound of the nighttime noise175

floor (at 10−5 m s−2) lies well above the noise floor bounds of the seismometers (10−8-10−6 m s−2). This implies that,176

even though the recorded noise levels are above the instrumental noise, they are much higher for DAS than for the177

seismometers.178

When comparing the spectra of the principal aftershock (left columnof Fig. 3), there is a good agreement between179

Segment 2 and ALBA in the 0.3-3 Hz range. The recorded amplitudes of Segment 1 are almost one order of magni-180

tude lower than those of Segment 2 and of ALBA, suggesting that this segment exhibits poor coupling. Segment 3181

displays the largest spectral amplitudes primarily owing to its proximity to the seismic source; STIL, being closer to182

the seismic source, exhibits larger spectral amplitudes than ALBA, which is likely expressed at Segment 3. Overall,183

the DAS segments exhibit a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is a factor 10 at best, compared to an SNR of up to 1000184

for the seismometers. To further underline this last point, we perform similar experiments for two lower-magnitude185

aftershocks. For the ML 1.20 event (middle column of Fig. 3), only Segment 3 experiences a small signal above the186

nighttime noise floor. The ML 0.73 event remains well below the nighttime noise floor for all DAS segments, and187

slightly exceeds that of the seismometers.188

5 Template matching189

Given the unfavourable noise floor characteristics of the DAS array, a reasonable strategy would be to apply a tem-190

plate matching procedure to the DAS data. Already for many years template matching has served to detect recurring191

and/or low-amplitude seismic events (Gibbons and Ringdal, 2006; Shelly et al., 2007; Lengliné et al., 2016; Hutchison192

and Ghosh, 2019; Ross et al., 2019), even those that are potentially buried within the noise floor of conventional seis-193

mometers. Several studies have demonstrated the feasibility of template matching when applied to DAS data (Li and194

Zhan, 2018; Li et al., 2021; Jousset et al., 2022), hence offering an optimistic outlook to detect previously unnoticed195

events in this aftershock sequence.196

To this end, we adopt a conventional template matching approach. We take the three selected aftershocks that197

were discussed in the previous section (see Supplementary Figure S2) as templates, extracting a time window of198

5 seconds centred around the first arrival, and bandpass filtering the data between 5 and 30 Hz in which the SNR is199

optimal (see Fig. 3). We cross-correlated the templates with chunks of 60-second of DAS data filtered in the same200

frequency band. The (normalised) cross-correlation was performed along the time axis, and the result was averaged201

over the DAS channel axis, yielding three time-series of normalised cross-correlation coefficients for the entire DAS202

data set (one for each template). We then manually inspected the 9 occurrences for which the cross-correlation203

coefficient exceeded the background fluctuations above a threshold of 8 × 10−4. From this manual inspection, we204

could only recognise the original templates, but not any other aftershocks. Rather, most of these detections seemed205

associated with high-amplitude traffic noise.206
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This negative result corroborates the findings of the previous section, in that the DAS noise floor seems pro-207

hibitively high for the detection of low-energy events, even with a technique as sensitive as template matching. By208

contrast, previous studies did report successful experiments in similar, near-field earthquake scenarios, hence rais-209

ing questions regarding the performance of template matching applied to our fibre deployment. If we consider the210

PoroTomo experiment as studied by Li and Zhan (2018), it is clear that the local deployment conditions were much211

more favourable; the example given in their Fig. 1b shows the recordings of a magnitude -0.5 event which clearly212

exceeds the noise level, even at such low source magnitude. The dedicated deployment of this DAS array, which was213

not a commercial dark fibre, and its proximity to the seismic source area were greatly beneficial. A more similar214

scenario to ours is that presented by Li et al. (2021), who examined the Ridgecrest aftershock sequence with a dark-215

fibre DAS array at an epicentral distance in the range of 10-20 km. With template matching applied to the DAS data,216

they registered over 6 times more events than present in the standard SCSN catalogue (Hauksson et al., 2020). How-217

ever, they did note a similar performance gain was obtained when applying template matching to the conventional218

seismometer network in the region (Shelly, 2020), and so the enhanced cataloguing abilities are more attributable to219

the characteristics of template matching than to the characteristics of DAS. In our case, the aftershock catalogue was220

obtained with template matching applied to the (dense) seismic network in the epicentral area, hence only modest221

improvements could be expected at best. But considering the relatively high noise level of the DAS recordings com-222

pared to the seismometers, it becomes clear why the seismic network was able to detect more events than the DAS223

array (using template matching).224

6 Hypocentre inversion225

Aside from seismic event detection, locating the detected events is a critical task for aftershock monitoring. In this226

section, we will discuss and implement a Bayesian hypocentre inversion protocol, and apply it to a combination227

of DAS and seismometer data to assess the feasibility of using DAS for event localisation efforts. Subsequently, we228

compare the extent of the posterior distributionswith the confidence interval resulting fromuncertainty in the phase229

picks. In the present scenario, the velocity model is sufficiently simple to permit such a direct comparison, and from230

which we can draw more general conclusions.231

6.1 Stein Variational Inference232

Recently, Smith et al. (2022) proposed a Bayesian hypocentre inversion approach based on the minimisation of a233

kernelised Stein discrepancy, called Stein Variational Inference (SVI) (Liu andWang, 2016). This mesh-free gradient-234

descent algorithmprovides a computationally cheap estimation of the posterior distribution of an optimisation prob-235

lem by invoking a finite number of “particles” that represent candidate solutions in the problem’s parameter space.236

The dynamics of these particles are governed by the gradients of the solution manifold, attracting the particles to-237

wards minima on the manifold. To prevent collapse onto the maximum-likelihood solution (or into other minima),238

the particles repel one another based on their mutual spacing. Upon convergence of the algorithm, the equilibrium239

positions of the particles delineate the posterior distribution of the hypocentre location. In the following section, we240

will briefly describe the SVI method and highlight a few aspects that are implicit in the work of Liu andWang (2016).241

We aim to provide a description that is sufficiently precise, yet matching the simple intuition discussed above; for a242
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rigorous mathematical treatment, see Liu and Wang (2016).243

To start, let {xn}Nn=1 denote a set of particles representing candidate hypocentres x ∼ X ∈ R3. These particles244

are randomly initialised at step ℓ = 0. The target distribution that the particles will eventually approximate is char-245

acterised a probability density function ρ(x). Finally, let κ (·, ·) : X × X → R1 denote a positive definite kernel, such246

as the Radial Basis Function (RBF) or Laplacian kernel. The locations of the particles in the solution space are then247

updated through a gradient-descent step as:248

xℓ+1
n = xℓ

n + ηℓϕ
(
xℓ
n

)
, (1)

with ηℓ denoting the step size at step ℓ, and with ϕ : X → R3 defined as:249

ϕ (xn) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

κ (xn,xi)∇xi log ρ (xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
attractive force

+∇xiκ (xn,xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
repulsive force

(2)

As highlighted above, this expression for ϕ reveals an interplay between two opposing forces: the first term attracts250

the particles towards a (local) minimum of ρ, for which ∇xi
log ρ (xi) is zero. This collapse onto the minimum is251

prevented by a repulsive term given by∇xiκ (xn,xi), which is positive non-zero for xn ̸= xi.252

At this point, the functional form of ρ is not yet specified. To obtain a proper posterior distribution p (x | {t}), one253

takes Bayes’ rule ρ(x) = p (x | {t}) ∝ p ({t} | x) q (x), with p ({t} | x) denoting the likelihood of observing a set {ti}Ti=0254

arrival times given hypocentre x, and q (x) denoting the prior probability of x. Writing out Eq. (2) in full then gives:255

ϕ (xn) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

κ (xn,xi)∇xi
log p ({t} | xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸

attraction towards likelihood

+κ (xn,xi)∇xi
log q (xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸

attraction towards prior

+∇xi
κ (xn,xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
repulsion

(3)

For a uniform (“flat”) prior distribution ∇x log q (x) = 0, so that the particle distribution settles around minima in256

the likelihood distribution.257

The gradient stepping scheme (Eq. (1)) can be solved by conventional gradient descent algorithms, as long as258

ρ (x) is differentiable with respect to x. This in turn requires that the forward model generating synthetic phase259

arrivals {τ} = F (x | M) given a velocity modelM, be differentiable. Smith et al. (2022) addressed this for a three-260

dimensional velocity model by parameterising F (x | M) with a Neural NetworkN (x) ≈ F (x | M), which is differ-261

entiable by design. The downside of letting a Neural Network represent the forward calculation, is that it requires262

re-training for each new velocity model, nor does it provide any guarantees on the physical validity of the solution.263

Fortunately, Eikonal solvers and many ray tracing algorithms are in principle differentiable (see Rawlinson et al.,264

2008), permitting one to use conventional seismological tools in conjunction with the SVI framework.265

Lastly, we note that onemust exercise caution in the choice of the gradient descent algorithm; as aforementioned,266

the SVI particle distribution will settle aroundminima in the target distribution. The classical gradient descent algo-267

rithm potentially converges to local minima, whereas algorithms that include a momentum term (such as the Adam268

algorithm; Kingma and Ba, 2017) may escape these local minima to converge towards the global minimum (or an-269

other strong attractor). This behaviour may not always be desired, since in that case the particle distribution will no270
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longer accurately reflect the full posterior distribution. For potentially multi-modal posterior distributions (which271

are conceivable for complex 3D velocity structures), a momentum-free optimiser should be preferred.272

6.2 Inversion procedure273

For locating the hypocentre of the principal aftershock, we manually picked the P and S-phase arrivals recorded by274

the seismic stations listed in Supplementary Table S4. The same phaseswere picked on theDAS array, picking 1 out of275

100 channels (evenly distributed along the cable; see Supplementary Figure S3). This resulted in a set of observations276

{t} consisting of respectively 42 and 41 P and S-picks for the seismometers, and 43 P and S-picks for the DAS array.277

We adopted the Equal Differential Time (EDT) formulation (Lomax et al., 2000; Font et al., 2004) to compute the278

likelihood distribution, given by:279

p ({t} | x) ∝ exp

− 1

N2
t

Nt∑
i,j

[
∆tij −∆τij√

2σ

]2 (4)

ForNt arrival time observations in the set {ti}Nt

i=1, and {τi}Nt

i=1 synthetic arrival times at the same receiver locations,280

the differential times are defined as∆tij = ti − tj and∆τij = τi − τj . The uncertainty in the data is expressed by σ,281

whichwe set to 0.1 s (an order-of-magnitude estimation of the picking uncertainty). One of the advantages of the EDT282

method is that it does not require both P and S phase arrivals to be recorded at a given receiver. Since DAS is more283

sensitive to S-phases than toP-phases, being able to discernPandS-phases everywhere along theDASarray is a luxury284

reserved only for high SNR recordings. Moreover, for large Nt, p ({t} | x) can be approximated stochastically by285

randomly drawing observations from {t}, rather than computing∆tij for all combinations of i and j. This stochastic286

SVI inversion approach is equivalent to stochastic gradient descent used in Deep Learning. In the present study, the287

number of observations is limited, but when Nt ≫ 1000 (for instance when applying an automated phase picker to288

a DAS array with 10,000 sensors), it is computationally beneficial to approximate p stochastically. Note also that we289

compute themean overN2
t differential times instead of their sum, which is essential for a proper balancing between290

the various terms in (3); when using a sum operation, the particle distribution contracts proportional to the number291

of observations, resulting in a strong underestimation of the uncertainty with increasingNt.292

The velocity model adopted here is modified from Delouis et al. (2022): vp = a + bz = 4.5 + 0.07z [km s−1] with293

a vp/vs-ratio of 1.9 and the absolute depth z being measured positive down. An alternative velocity model proposed294

by Causse et al. (2021) was found to give an unsatisfactory fit with the wavefield recorded by DAS (see Supplementary295

Figure S3). The one-dimensional, constant velocity gradient model permits an analytical solution for the synthetic296

arrival times at sensor si (Cerveny, 2001):297

τi = F (x, si) = b−1 arccos

(
1 +

b2r2i
2vsvx

)
, (5)

with ri denoting the Euclidean distance between x and si, vs the phase velocity at s, and vx at x (either for vp or vs).298

As can be seen in Fig. 1b, the local topography is significant compared to the hypocentral depth, and so we define299

z = 0 at nominal sea level and include the receiver altitude in the calculation of ri and vs. We adopt the Radial Basis300
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Figure 4 Visualisation of the principal aftershock hypocentre location uncertainty. (a-c) Location uncertainty expressed in
absolute arrival time residuals when using the DAS array and seismometer network, only the seismometer network, or only
the DAS array. Each contour line represents an increment in the mean residuals of 0.2 s. The contour line highlighted in
orange represents an uncertainty of 0.1 s. The location of the seismic receivers (DAS or seismometers) are indicated in black;
(d-f) SVI particle density computed over an hexagonal grid, for the same three instrumentation sets as for a-c. The median of
the particle cloud is indicated by the orange star, and the 0.1 s contour line as shown in a-c is re-plotted here. For comparison,
the convex hull of the particles that fall within a 1σ-distance from the hypocentre is indicated in red.

Function as a convenient positive definite kernel:301

κ (xn,xi) = exp

(
− 1

h
||xn − xi||22

)
(6)

The scaling parameter h is computed as h = med2/ logN (med denoting themedian Euclidean distance between the302

particles), which dynamically balances the attractive and repulsive forces in Eq. (3) (Liu and Wang, 2016). N = 5000303

particles are initialised uniformlywithin the region, and the SVI algorithm is iterated to convergence over 1000 steps.304

6.3 Uncertainty quantification and performance305

To evaluate the contribution of the DAS array to locating the hypocentre of the principal aftershock, we apply the306

above procedure individually to the DAS array, the seismometer network, and both combined. In the case of amono-307

tonic, one-dimensional velocity model, the solution manifold is smooth and close to convex, meaning that there are308

no strong attractors (local minima, ridges, or saddle points) other than the global minimum corresponding with the309

maximum likelihood. We can clearly see this in Fig. 4 a-c, which shows the median absolute residuals for different310

epicentre locations. In accordance with σ = 0.1 s, we delineate the 0.1 second-contour of these residuals in orange.311

When using only data from the DAS array, the radius of this contour is around 1 km, whereas when using only data312
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Figure 5 Results for the inversion of the principal aftershock. (a) Map view of the epicentre of the Le Teil mainshock (not
inverted for), and the principal aftershock epicentre estimates when using only DAS, only seismometers, or both combined;
(b-c) Histograms of the estimated posterior distributions of the epicentre coordinates, relative to the median estimate, for
each type of instrumentation. The median estimates are given in Table 1; (d) Histograms of the estimated posterior distribu-
tions of the hypocentral depth (relative to nominal sea level), for each type of instrumentation.

from the seismometer array, the radius of this confidence interval shrinks to roughly 300 m. Given the relatively313

unfavourable geometry of the DAS array compared to the seismometer network, the increased uncertainty in the314

epicentre location is not surprising. Nonetheless, DAS array alone provides a satisfactory epicentre location, with its315

confidence interval overlapping with the inversions including the seismometers.316

Since the prior distribution is taken to be uniform, we expect the SVI particle distribution to concentrate within317

the 0.1 second contour interval, with its median coinciding with the maximum likelihood hypocentre location. To318

visualise the particle distribution accurately, instead of plotting the point cloud directly (which draws the attention319

to outliers), we represented the posterior distribution in Fig. 4 d-f as the particle count density on a hexagonal grid.320

As expected, the highest density of particles coincides within the 0.1 s confidence intervals. Quantitatively, when321

computing the 68 % confidence intervals around the median of the particle distribution (equivalent to ±1 standard322

deviation for a Gaussian distribution), we find that these are comparable in magnitude to the extent of the 0.1 s con-323

tours – this is indicated by the red contour in Fig. 4 d-f and in Table 1. We therefore conclude that the SVI inversion324

procedure, including the dynamic computation of the scaling factor h, yields an accurate representation of the pos-325

Input data rel. UTM E [m] rel. UTM N [m] Depth [m]
Only DAS 186± 898 62± 634 1552± 1522
Only seismometers 76± 431 28± 414 1827± 989
DAS + seismometers 57± 469 54± 487 1792± 1164

Table 1 Results for the inversion of the principal aftershock. The location is given in UTM coordinates (zone 31T) relative to
[633 km E, 4930.9 km N]. The location uncertainty is estimated as the 68 % confidence interval around the median estimate
(see Fig. 5).
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terior distribution. This is highly desirable, for otherwise manual tuning of a constant h would affect the extent of326

the posterior distribution (Smith et al., 2022), and its interpretation in terms of location uncertainties.327

7 Perspectives for rapid postseismic response328

Considering the observations made in the previous sections, an ambivalent picture emerges: on the one hand, the329

dark-fibre DAS array under investigation exhibited a greatly elevated noise floor (as compared to nearby seismome-330

ters). The legacy model instrument that was rapidly provided by Febus Optics for this experiment, may not have331

performed up to similar levels as their current flagship models. But considering that day-night variations in the332

background noise can be clearly observed, it is unlikely that these elevated noise levels can be attributed solely to333

instrumental noise; instead, deployment characteristics and the DASmeasurement principle itself should be consid-334

ered. It is well known that strain measurements have an increased sensitivity to slowly propagating phases such as335

surface waves (Daley et al., 2016; van den Ende and Ampuero, 2021), which contribute negatively to the signal quality.336

As such, DAS holds a disadvantage compared to seismometers in “noisy” (urban or coastal) environments. Moreover,337

local deployment conditions (notably cable-ground coupling) affect the strain amplitudes that can be recorded and338

therefore the ratio of seismic amplitudes (earthquake signal or ambient noise) to instrumental noise amplitudes. As a339

result, the ability to detect (small) seismic events with DAS is diminished. Evenwith a sensitive detectionmethod like340

template matching, very few aftershocks of the Le Teil mainshock could be detected with DAS. We do note that this341

aftershock sequence is noticeably less productive than a “classical” aftershock sequence, in that only 88 events were342

catalogued over two months (using the seismic network), out of which 25 occurred during the DAS experiment. By343

comparison, the 1996 ML 5.3 Epagny event, which occurred in a similar geological context as the Le Teil earthquake,344

produced over 400 detectable aftershocks (Thouvenot et al., 1998). Moreover, themaximummagnitude of the Le Teil345

aftershocks were well below the expectation from Bath’s law (expected maximummagnitude: 3.7; observed: 2.7). In346

the case of a more productive aftershock sequence, both in terms of the event magnitude and occurrence rate, it is347

likely that many more events would have been registered by the DAS array. Moreover, aftershock catalogues are typ-348

ically created with energy detectors (like STA/LTA), which tend to be less sensitive than template matching. Hence,349

a comparison between a DAS-based template matching catalogue and a conventional seismometer-based catalogue350

would obfuscate the DAS detectability issues to an extent. The case of the Le Teil aftershock sequence makes the351

contrast between the performance characteristics of the DAS array and the seismic network strikingly clear.352

On the other hand, events that DAS records with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio can be located with reasonable353

accuracy and precision using only a DAS array, even if the geometry of the cable route is not optimal (e.g. poor354

azimuthal coverage as seen in Fig. 4). In the present study, the network of seismometers was very dense and well-355

positioned around the epicentral area, rendering the contribution from the DAS array inconsequential, but this can-356

not be expected in general: in regions with reduced accessibility (mountainous, forested, or off-shore environments)357

the deployment of a dense, azimuthally-encompassing seismometer network is an enormous challenge. In such sce-358

narios, a single DAS array likely has to operate independently to locate seismic events, which we found to be feasible.359

In terms of rapid postseismic response, there are various strategies that can be adopted. The seismological com-360

munity at large is currently at a stage of reactive response: when a significant mainshock earthquake occurs, in-361
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dividual research teams seek access to a suitable dark fibre in the area and install their equipment as soon as the362

access is granted. As the Ridgecrest and Le Teil experiments have demonstrated, the effective response time for363

a DAS deployment is at least several days, which is comparable to that of temporary seismometer deployment ef-364

forts in well-accessible areas. However, in contrast to seismometer deployments, DAS experiments can be prepared365

in advance, allowing the community to progress from a reactive to a proactive postseismic response. Based on the366

lessons learned from the Le Teil experiment, and the observations presented in this work, we make the following367

recommendations:368

1. The precise timing of a large mainshock cannot be foreseen, but regions of elevated seismic hazard that are369

likely to host such events can be marked ahead of time (e.g. Danciu et al., 2021). Therefore, it is possible to370

identify in advance suitable sites for the deployment of a DAS array. Agreements for access to dark fibre can be371

struck with local operators, and possibly improvements of the local fibre network (coupling quality and optical372

budget) can be made in anticipation. Moreover, one could consider conducting a short-term experiment to373

characterise the ambient noise floor, and make a preliminary assessment of the detectability thresholds of the374

DAS array. After the initial preparations have been made, no maintenance or further action is required until a375

significant seismic event occurs, which is a benefit of DAS over conventional instrumentation.376

2. Instead of relying on existing dark-fibre infrastructures, dedicated DAS arrays can be deployed at key localities377

in regions of high seismic activity. While the deployment itself can be costly, it allows for a greater range of op-378

timisation to bemade specifically for the purpose of earthquakemonitoring: improving cable-ground coupling379

and cable jacketing or armouring (Dou et al., 2017; Ajo-Franklin et al., 2019), using impurity-doped fibre (Cor-380

rea et al., 2017), femtosecond-laser inscription (Wu et al., 2020), and helical wounding (Kuvshinov, 2016) may381

contribute to an improved signal-to-instrument-noise ratio. Moreover, the geometry of the array can be de-382

signed with specific array processing techniques in mind, such as beamforming. When combined with one or383

more conventional seismometers, DAS strain recordings can be converted into particle motion, rendering DAS384

essentially equivalent to the seismometers in terms of sensitivity and detectability (see van den Ende and Am-385

puero, 2021; Trabattoni et al., 2023, for an in-depth discussion). Systematically deploying such single-purpose386

DAS arrays is only financially feasible for sizeable research consortia and institutes with dedicated financial387

support, but the cost-benefit ratio could be worth considering.388

3. Even in the scenario in which only a dark-fibre DAS array is available, the contribution of DAS can be important389

when conventional instrumentation is sparse; although the event detectability of DAS may be subpar to that390

of seismometers, relatively large events that are well-recorded could be located using the DAS array and the391

remaining (few) receivers in the area. Smaller events not recorded by DAS but captured with seismometers392

can then be located relative to the more precisely-located reference event using double-difference methods393

(Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). This interplay between the dense DAS array and the sensitive, conventional394

instrumentation leverages the advantages of both.395

As demonstrated by the 2023 Mw 7.8 Kahramanmaraş, Turkey earthquake, having dense instrumentation around396

the epicentre of a relatively large-magnitude event is critical for revealing the seismic source processes in high reso-397
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lution (Delouis et al., 2023; Melgar et al., 2023). As long as no scientific and political consensus is achieved to inten-398

tionally induce an earthquake in a targeted (and instrumented) area (as proposed by Savage et al., 2017), possibly the399

next best solution to record a large event in high resolution is to capture the largest aftershocks of a large mainshock400

(e.g. an M 6 aftershock following an M 7+ mainshock). Since fortunately such large events are rare occurrences, the401

seismological community needs to be prepared to act swiftly, as the largest aftershocks typically occur in the earliest402

phase of the aftershock sequence. DAS is giving the seismological community this opportunity to be more prepared403

for future seismic events. By laying the groundwork to access multiple DAS arrays in an area around an anticipated404

epicentre, and by developing and practising rapid-response protocols, we may place ourselves in a unique position405

to image the seismic source of a large event with unprecedented resolution.406

8 Conclusions407

In this work, we analysed the performance characteristics of a dark-fibre DAS array in the context of monitoring408

of the aftershock sequence of the 2019-11-11 Mw 4.9 Le Teil, France earthquake. In contrast to other, well-known409

aftershock sequences (such as the Ridgecrest sequence), the Le Teil mainshock was followed by an anomalously low410

number of 88 aftershocks over a period of twomonths, the largest of whichwas of localmagnitude 2.65. Over the two-411

week duration of the DAS experiments 25 aftershocks were recorded by the local seismometer network, only some of412

which being visible in the DAS data. By comparing the ambient noise and earthquake spectral amplitudes of the DAS413

array with those of nearby seismometers, we find that the DAS noise floor is higher than that of the seismometers414

by up to three orders of magnitude, greatly inhibiting the event detection performance of DAS. We note that these415

elevated noise levels are likely due the measurement principle of DAS and local deployment conditions, rather than416

due to instrumental noise. Consequently, a template matching search applied to the DAS data did not yield any new417

detections outside of the existing (template matching) catalogue. Events that are detectable by DAS can be located418

by with an accuracy and precision that is comparable to the seismometer network (about twice larger uncertainty),419

taking into consideration the relatively unfavourable geometry of the DAS array.420

In view of the advantages and drawbacks of DAS and conventional seismometers, we recommend that the passive421

nature of DAS be leveraged to anticipate for future aftershock sequences in specific regions: rapid-access agreements422

with telecom operators can be struck at any given time, and dedicated fibre deployments can bemade in areas where423

telecommunications infrastructures are sparse or lacking; preliminary noise floor assessments can be conducted424

and various optimisations can be considered; by combining DAS with a (permanent) seismic network, DAS strain425

recordings can be converted into particlemotions (improving the signal characteristics) and small-magnitude events426

that fall within theDASnoise floor canbe relocatedwith a limited number of seismometers relative to awell-recorded427

event absolutely located by DAS. In this way, the rapidity and “large N” characteristics of DAS are optimally combined428

with the high sensitivity of conventional seismometers.429
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Figure S1 Tectonic setting of the Le Teil epicentral region. The area of study is positioned within the black box near the
centre of the figure (west of Montélimar). Also indicated are nuclear powerplants (NPP) and major dams along the Rhône
river.
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Figure S2 DAS recordings of three selected aftershocks with largest estimated magnitudes, in descending order of signal-to-noise ratio. While the principal aftershock has a reason-
able SNR over most of the cable, the signal amplitudes of the other two events barely exceed the noise level. Each of the three main panels has the same colour range, but the colour
range of the insets is adjusted to highlight the details of each event. The origin time of each event is as indicated above each panel.
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Figure S3 Comparison of two proposed velocity models with DAS recordings. Manual picks of the first P- and S-phase
arrivals were made every 100 channels (solid disks). The corresponding arrival times predicted for the constant-gradient
model proposed by Delouis et al. (2022), and the layered model proposed by Causse et al. (2021) are indicated by the solid
and dashed lines, respectively. For each velocity model, the corresponding hypocentre location and origin time were used
(i.e., which were inverted assuming each given velocity model). The optimal fit with the observed P-arrivals is obtained by
shifting the origin time by +0.25 s for the model of Delouis et al. (2022), and by +0.10 s for that of Causse et al. (2021).
The largest discrepancy between the two velocity models is seen for the S-arrivals; it is apparent that the velocity model of
Causse et al. (2021) exhibits an average S-wave speed that is too low. The velocity model of Delouis et al. (2022) overall has a
satisfactory fit, motivating our choice for this velocity model for the SVI inversion.
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Station code Latitude [°] Longitude [°] Elevation [m] P-pick S-pick
ALBA 44.554879 4.603087 220 1.02 2.39
AUBI 44.5769 4.62346 326 1.16 2.68
BEAU 44.500019 4.627541 150 0.594 1.489
CAMP 44.4892 4.6766 116 0.41 1.06
CROT 44.50289 4.626209 115 0.594 1.453
ILES 44.52557 4.71973 75 0.5 1.409
LAFA 44.5137 4.6636 273 0.084 0.468
LARN 44.44704 4.59211 310 1.877 3.864
MONN 44.5838 4.7499 70 1.567 3.32
N01 44.497517 4.653054 105 0.373 0.961
N02 44.522556 4.620619 157 0.593 1.571
N03 44.519306 4.646326 328 0.233 0.8
N04 44.522254 4.654546 266 0.151 0.593
N05 44.54181 4.65486 155 0.332 0.952
N06 44.549888 4.631562 217 0.699 1.64
N07 44.52917 4.664568 185 0.064 0.368
N08 44.512191 4.685316 68 0.08 0.42
N09 44.513403 4.653802 186 0.171 0.622
N10 44.515146 4.663737 91 0.06 0.452
N11 44.511593 4.634662 270 0.409 -
N12 44.512454 4.635169 273 0.405 1.102
N13 44.512364 4.634686 265 0.405 1.101
N14 44.511675 4.635292 270 0.405 1.1
N15 44.512089 4.634934 272 0.405 1.1
N16 44.487922 4.61879 122 0.85 1.927
N17 44.482045 4.690227 71 0.542 1.363
N18 44.558621 4.61742 300 0.942 2.27
N19 44.481999 4.690224 71 0.54 1.374
N20 44.482053 4.690195 71 0.537 1.463
N21 44.548453 4.632406 205 0.668 1.657
N22 44.548459 4.630398 199 0.687 1.666
N23 44.55187 4.632665 225 0.714 1.69
N24 44.550611 4.631682 215 0.71 1.713
N25 44.512164 4.685332 68 0.081 0.55
N26 44.513731 4.643173 279 0.285 0.898
N27 44.511956 4.685299 68 0.086 0.563
N28 44.482041 4.690065 71 0.54 1.344
STIL 44.52256 4.62061 155 0.593 1.55
TEIL 44.550396 4.683843 70 0.449 1.166
THOC 44.502632 4.622869 147 0.65 1.549
THOM 44.500429 4.626154 231 0.613 1.508
VIVI 44.479933 4.691403 119 0.561 1.518

Table S4 Seismic stations used in the study, their location, and manually picked phase arrivals. The arrival times are relative
to 2019-11-23 22:14:55 UTC. This table is available in CSV format as a separate supplement, and from the code repository (see
acknowledgements in the main text).
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